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Abstract— An emerging technology, IoT enables us
machine to machine communication. For communication in
emergency environment, IoT is considered as a strong
technology. An emergency alert service offered by
Terrestrial Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (T-DMB) is
known as Automatic Emergency Alert Service (AEAS).
This paper illustrates a consumer transceiver for long range
communications of IoT in emergency environments. In
order to overcome the drawbacks of AEAS, signaling
method is used in proposed system. The IEEE802.11ah is a
Wi-Fi protocol as transceiver which is under standardization
for low cost and low power services.
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system can provide T-DMB repeating service for the
developed system is composed on-channel repeater part and
EBS part. The radio frequency (RF) signal is converted onto
intermediate frequency (IF) signal is done after filtering and
low noise amplifier (LMA). The base band signal is
converted to IF signal by IF up converter and digital to
analog converter is implemented after interference
cancellation and equalization. A general repeated T-DMB
signal and emergency broadcasting signal is function as
selected transmission signal executed by ‘Switch’ block.
The switch selects the general IF T-DMB signal and
transmits the signal to RF up converter in common
environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
In severe emergency situations an effective alert delivery is
required for saving human lives. A various communication
systems are utilized for rapid, effective and efficient alert
delivery. Especially, for the delivery of emergency alert
using broadcasting system since they are robust to the
destruction of network infrastructure. For a flexible
broadcasting system in addition, mobility has been added to
digital broadcasting system. In AEAS standard, T-DMB
control channel is included as the alert service channel. A TDMB control information will limit the usage of AEAS.
When the usage AEAS is extremely restricted while the TDMB channel is heavily occupied by T-DMB control data.
If the receiver is disabled in mobile station (MS), then the
T-DMB receiver does not have any functionality to receive
an AEAS message. Moreover, in every system a wakeup
method is required for the disabled T-DMB receiver in
emergency situations but, in this system additionally AEAS
messages are delivered to all MS users.
This paper depicts, Signaling Emergency Alert
System (SEAS) is proposed, the conventional AEAS
shortcomings are compensated. Even in the case of
conventional T-DMB channel is heavily congested the
SEAS allows effective and rapid delivery of emergency alert
messages. The receiver performance is enhanced due to the
periodic feature allows more sophisticated channel
estimation method. To avoid the involvement of the channel
repeaters used in T-DMB systems, the SEAS is
implemented in the repeater. The users in the service area of
the repeater, such implementation inherently offers efficient
LBS. This made the system to avoid consumption for LBS
in mobile system.
II. CONFIGURATION OF T-DMB EMERGENCY BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

The T-DMB EBS can broadcast many emergency alert
contents to the environment without any additional
operation of the receiver. In general environment, the

Fig. 1:
The contents of emergency broadcasting system are
encoded in accordance with broadcasting service. The
developed T-DMB EBS is providing emergency alert
broadcasting to legacy to receivers without any receiver
operation additionally. It is very important to change the
general broadcasting contents to emergency alert
broadcasting contents. According to all eleven services the
encoder has to encode the input emergency broadcast
content. The encoder eleven contents are multiplexed into
three ensembles for transmission. This multiplexing function
executed by ‘Multiplexer’.
The T-DMB EBS transmits the emergency
broadcasting content. The T-DMB on-channel repeater
function and EBS function was executed by the system and
three ensembles and eleven contents. Demodulator, channel
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estimator, inverse convertor and adaptive filter are the
equalization parts. By using inverse convertor the estimated
channel is converted into time domain signal. The multipath
signal was removed by equalization part efficiently.

A. Block Diagram

III. IEEE802.11AH PROTOCOL
The IoT related service include smart grid scenario based on
IEEE802.11AH and backhaul network. In order to support
significant improvements in the efficiency, reliability and
sustainability of services devised by smart grid system. The
wireless smart metering utility network (Wi-SUN) belongs
to WPAN system. To manage and control the home utility
data is attached to the home by Wi-SUN via the
IEEE802.15.4g protocol. To support short range
communication, the IEEE802.15.4g is a kind of WPAN is
used. The difference between the smart meter and WPAN
are 15.4g/11ah GW is relatively short. The IEEE802.11ah
AP is converted data by GW retransmits via IEEE802.11ah
Wi-Fi protocol. The distance between the GW home smart
meters is comparatively shorter than the distance between
AP and GW.

Fig. 3: Block Diagram
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig. 2:
Based on the utility data, a decision for optimal
usage of utility data is determined by control and database,
and transmits the home smart meter from decision command
via the backhaul network and IEEE802.11ah protocol. The
conventional architecture of transceiver for IEEE802.1ah
under modulation and coding scheme1, BCC, and 2 MHz
bandwidth. The transmitter of the system consists of
scrambler BCC interleave among RF. The data format in
OFDM symbol for Wi-Fi protocol at 2 MHz bandwidth. The
null data exist at the remaining 12 subcarriers are indicated;
only 52 subcarriers are utilize for a data transmission in one
OFDM symbol. The service coverage of IoT should be
equivalent to that of repeater. In order to fully support the
mobile terminals with the service range of repeater.

To overcome the disadvantage of existing system, in this
system sensors are used. In this system there are three
modules; First module is of designing a web page using
Dream viewer and Xampp software. A Xampp (Cross
platform (X), Apache (A), My SQL (M), Php (P) and PERL
(P) .The developer to create a local web server for testing
purposes and it is simple, lightweight Apache distribution. It
is a free and open source cross platform web server. It
consisting Apache Http sever and interpreters for scripts
written in Php and PERL programming languages. It is also
called as Wamp. Dream viewer is an application used by
web designers and web developers to create websites and
applications. Using the web page only the user can access
the system. This part is mainly used to Switch ON/OFF the
light, fan and leakage of gas. Second module will be the
hardware part, sensors like MQ4 Gas sensor, IR sensor and
MP lab proteus software to install. Third module will be the
combination of hardware and software by using Php and
embedded C. For the long range communication
IEEE802.11ah Wi-Fi protocol is used.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper includes based on security and IR sensor, Gas
sensor for emergency environment. This paper depicts long
range IoT communications based on IEEE802.11ah Wi-Fi
protocol. Here we use Wi-Fi to send the data through the
internet. In IoT device all the data has been stored and
monitoring has been done through the server. When the
device is switched on then the Wi-Fi has been connected
automatically through the internet and data has been shared.
This project is designed with the hope that it is very much
economical and helpful to the security purpose and it
provides flexibility in operation.
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